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Analytic properties of form factors in strictly confining 
models. 
F. Csikor 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Eötvös University, 
Budapest, Hungary 

An argument is presented, which shows that strict 
confinement implies the possible existence of an /unwanted/ 

2 branch point at q =0 in the form factors. In case of a bag 
extended to infinity in the relative time, the branch point 
is certainly there /provided that the form factor is non 

2 zero at q =0./ 

The non observation of free quarks has lead to the wi
dely accepted notion of quark confinement. Recently, inten
sive work is going on to get confinement from basic theory 
/such as QCD might be/. On the other hand, models incorpora
ting the notion of quark confinement /bag models/ have also 

1 2 been proposed ' and elaborated in detail. In these models 
the Bethe-Salpeter /BS/ amplitude of a physical state is 
exactly zero outside the bag domain. It is clear that the 
experimental situation does not really require this /e.g. 
an exponential fall off of the BS amplitude would be also 
acceptable/. 
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In order to stress that the BS amplitude is exactly zero 
outside the bag we call these models strictly confining. 

Assuming that the BS amplitude of the permanently bound 
states /qq mesons for simplicity/ is known, the form factors 
of the current matrix element <A,P. /J (p) / B,P ß> are 
given by integrals of the structure: 

<е А(р й 1«>о,(г„»>, 

where q=p. -P D and x.. is the relative coordinate of the А в fx 

quarks building up the meson. *K and Ы[> are related to 
the BS amplitudes of A and B. The detailed structure / У 

matrices, derivatives/ of the integrand is not important for 
our purposes. Our argument is based only on the assumption 
of strict confinement, which is manifestly shown in Eq./l/ 
by the presence of the factors 6. (р д, x) and ви ( P B ? X ) . 

Фд(«) is a step function, which equals 1 inside and zero 
outside the bag of particle A/B/. Obviously e_ (р в , x) 

2 
depends only on the Lorentz invariant variables p^x/M , x . 
The integration in Eq./l/ is carried out over the intersec
tion of bags A and B. 

Since Eq./l/ is Lorentz invariant, we may choose to work 
in the rest frame of A. In the following we always take 
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V K ' ^ b pB s( E'°' 0 f PJ • T h e n / f o r M A = M B = M / q 2 = 2 M l M - E ) 
and we have to carry out the analytic continuation of Eq./l/ 
in the variable E. It is clear that the integral representa
tion Eq. /1/ is not suitable for the analytic continuation, 

>B since the arguments of 6_ are (Et-px ) /M and t -x , and the 
2 first one becomes imaginary for imaginary E /i.e.q / thus 6 ß 

becomes undefined. A similar problem arises, if we rewrite 
Eq./l/ in terms of momentum space BS amplitudes: 

where & (kis (2irr2Jelfc€«p(Ákx)<* IX) and 

the к integration is over the whole space. Obviously^ is an 
entire analytic function of к and for some complex infinite 
arguments necessarily blows up exponentially. Since TjL(k/ 

2 in /2/ really depends on p • k/M, к , for complex Б the first 
argument becomes complex, and the integral /2/ becomes diver
gent. This does not mean that the analytic continuation of 
F (q Jis not possible, it means only that Eqs./l/ and /2/ are 
not suitable representations for analytic continuation. Since 
for nontrivial functions the integrals certainly can not be 
carried out explicitly, in order to carry out the analytic 
continuation a suitable integral representation should be 
devised. Unfortunately, we have been unable to find it, but 
we shall show that using only real E£M, it is possible to 
get information onthe analytic structure of F(q ) . 
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Let us note first that F Qq^ depends on E in two ways. 
First, there is an explicit E dependence, second there is a 
dependence through P=(E -M /*. This suggests that there might 

2 be branch points at E= + M,«0. Obviously the E-N /i.e. q =0; 
q = (M, -M 2J in the general case/ is an unwanted singularity. 

To prove that the E-M branch point is there, we proceed 
by indirect argumentation.Assuming that usual analytic!ty 
properties are valid, F iq 1 does not have singularities for 

2 2 ReE>-M /i.e. Reft ̂  4M /. Therefore, starting from E=E, and 
continuing along the real axis to E-M and back again to E=E, 
should bring us back to the starting value of F(q ) . This 
should be true even if we choose to go to the second Riemann 
sheet of p= (E 2-M 2)í, i.e. if we change p fro» p, -(E* -H2ft 

through p e0 to Р--Ф]. This kind of continuation may be carri
ed out using Eq. /1/ since the integral regains well defined 
/and finite/ throughout. However, it is easy to see that the 
integration region does depend on E /both directly and through 
Р=(Е -М )* /and we get different integration regions depending 

4 5 on whether we go to the second Riemenn sheet of p or not ' 
• 

The situation is especially simple if the bag is unbounded 
in relative time t. As an example, take the bag to be |x|<Re 

о 

in the rest frame of the particle. Using cylindrical coordina
tes ( z'9,?) the angle integration in Eq. /1/ is tiivial. We 
choose to carry out the 9 -((x ) +(x ) ^integration last. 
The integration region in the it, zj plane is then shown on Fig.l. 
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It is ABCD for E=E, and the analytically continued region 
/along the path mentioned above/ is A'B'C'D*. The image of AB 
is A'B' so it is clear that we pick up an overall minus sign. 
This means that F(g ) does change if l\pA rPB> * 1 has a part 
even under p*~p. However, to get a nonvanishing form factor 
at q =0 /which should be the charge/ I {рд ,р« ,x ) has to 
have an even part. Therefore if the charge does not vanish, we 

2 do not get back to the same value of F(q ) , which contradicts 
the assumption and proves the existence of the branch point at 
2 

q =0. The proof may be extended for the case of time dependent 
boundary, i.e.* R =R ß (t) , and non-spherical space bag, too. 

Another case is, when the bag is bounded in relative time, 
too. Here we can not give a general proof, however the same 
procedure of analytic continuation along the real path given 
above provides us with a method to decide whether the disconti
nuity is there or not there. Namely, if I ( P A / P B »*) is * 
known function, we can calculate the integrals at the starting 
and end points of the path numerically and see whether they 
are different or not. It is clear that such a numerical method 
may give a decisive answer only in case of nonvanishing 
discontinuity. To give an example consider a bag txKR , 
|t|<R.. It is rather interesting that the analytically 
continued integration region is sometimes outside the bag 
of particle A /which is taken to be at rest/. Using cylindrical 
coordinates as above, the intersections of the bags in the 
(t,z) plane are shown on Figs« 2/a/,2/b/. In case ot Fig. 2/b/ 
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the integration region changes sign, in case of Pig.2/a/ it 
changes in a more complicated way. To avoid a confusingly 
complicated drawing only the image of one part of the inter
section is shown in Fig.2/a/. To check a specific example we 
have used the pion BS amplitude of Ref./2/ to establish 
by numerical integration that the pion electromagnetic form 

2 factor has a branch point at g =0 in that model. 
Having established the possible existence of the branch 

point we stress that it originates solely from the assumption 
ot strict confinement. If this assumption is relaxed, the 
integration in Eq./l/ should be extended over the whole space-
time, and our arguments concerning variation of the integration 
region as a function of E became meaningless » It is quite 
obvious also, that the magnitude of the discontinuity across 
the new, unwanted cut is model dependent. In a particular model 
it may very well happen that the new branch point does not 
effectively change usual dispersion relations within the 
precision required by experimental data. 

I wish to thank all members and in particular dr. F. Nieder-
mayer of Institute for Theoretical Physics, Eötvös University 
for discussions. 
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3. We use the word bag in a somewhat unusal context to refer 
to the space-time region, where the BS amplitude is 
non-vanishing. 

4. As a matter of fact the integration region calculated from 
the 9 A f Ьщ functions for p=- directly does differ 
from the analytically continued region. 

5. To get more confidence in-our argumentation it is instruc
tive to calculate the integral /1/ for simple cases. We 
have calculated explicitly the 1=1 and I»exp |iq*x/2)cases. 

6. An infinite /and probably unrealistic/ bag, which does not 
change under Lorentz transformation is given by the boun
daries : t 2* 2-R 2. Obviously in tbis case we do not expect 

2 a branch point at q «0. 
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Figure captions. 

Fig.l. The intersection of the bags and its continuation for 
the case of bags unbounded in relative time. 

Fig.2. The intersection of the bags and its continuation for 
the case of bags bounded in relative time, with R =R.. 
a. The case (R^- tf ) * > R » P / ( E + M ) . Only the image of ABCD is 
shown. 
b. The case ( R8-f 2r^ R8 P /( E + M)-
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